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A wide-ranging collection of lesbian love poetry is divided into four sections under the headings

""Light,"" ""Order,"" ""Vexation,"" and ""Endurance,"" and includes contributions by Sappho, Audre

Lorde. 15,000 first printing.
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Not sure why but many of the reviews here are for different books.

I must say, this was one of the best books I've read in a while. It was just fascinating. It starts out

describing David's childhood, goes onto his time in college, his antiwar activism, his many struggles

with his homosexuality, finally with his coming out and becoming a gay activist, and then to his time

spent working on the Clinton campaign all the way up to Clinton's innaguration. It's a very readable

book, it draws you in from the first few pages and really keeps you wanting to know what will

happen next in David's very exciting activist life. Another thing that kept me reading was I was dying

to find out when he would finally come out. It is easy to relate to David's pain and I was inspired to

see what he did with that pain and to read about the many remarkable things he has done with this

life. I finished this book in a little over a week and wished there was more. I loved learning more

about the political and activist worlds while at the same time learning about him. If you have any

interest in politics, activism, AIDS, or gay and lesbian issues, or just like a good memoir, read this

book. You'll like it :)



A very interesting account of a political activist who staked his hopes on the Clinton presidency to

write the executive order permitting gays in the military. He was instrumental in organizing the gay

communityin support of the Clinton campaign. Intertwined in the political activism is Mixner's

account of his own homophobia and his difficult times in coming to terms with his sexual orientation.

A long time friend of Clinton, Mixner belived he would keep his promise to overturn the ban on gays

in the military. The rest is history, including their formerrather close relationship.

In this day of the modern Gay Rights Movement, no biography captures the true story of someone

moderately simple, becoming the voice of a fantastic mission with true, heartfelt passion for the

equality of gays and lesbians. Full of pathos, life lessons, screw-ups, ironies and inspiration that

truly reflects the dichotomy of living as an evolving gay man during the sexual revolution,

Reagan-Era AIDS, and the Clinton Era of Inclusion against the backdrop of a hidden sex life. I was

glad to know this story!

Ribbons is a really good book. The only problem I had was that it ended really quickly. I mean out of

nowhere it just ended. The book left me wondering "Is that all?" I think that Laurence Yep should

write a sequel to Ribbons because the readers should know what happened to Robin after the story

ended. Ribbons is about a Chinese ballerina, Robin, whose family is poor. Her family is poor

because Robin's mother paid for her two brothers to come to America and go through college. Now

Robin's mother feels like she has to pay for Robin's grandmother to come to the United States by

herself. Robin's family doesn't have enough money to pay for her grandmother and her ballet

lessons, so they make her quit ballet lessons. When her grandmother arrives in the United States

she comes to live with Robin and her family. The problem is that her grandmother favors her little

annoying brother and acts like she hates Robin. The book was good because Robin had family and

friends and you could tell they were doing everything they could do to help her through the hard time

she was going through. I thought it was neat that she kept on doing ballet even though she had a

problem with her feet. She loved ballet and couldn't give it up. I'd probably give this book about four

and a half stars if I were to rate it.

I have always admired David's courage and dedication to his causes. I recently re-read this book

and found it to be just as inspirational now as it was in 1996. It gives a deep sense of perspective to

the political movements of the '60s and '70 that is just fascinating. It then paints a spellbinding



portrait of the Gay Rights Movement. Most important, however, "Stranger" is a Profile in Courage of

an extraordinary man who has helped all Americans who pursue "Liberty and Justice for ALL. I

re-read "Stranger Among Friends" as I was completing my most recent book "Pathways to Inner

Peace" and it gave me just what I was looking for -- a dose of courage to continue helping others.

(Rev. Jim Webb, author of "Pathways to Inner Peace").

RibbonsCharacters: robin paw paw IanRobin is a wonderful dancer and she isn't afraid to show it.

Her dance instructor shows the whole class what they should dance like using robin as an example.

Robin has just been moved up to the senior class where they where the point shoes with the

ribbons that swirl around their ankles. She is so excited she can't imagine what life would be like

without dance until she has to. She has found out that her parents have gone bankrupt so she can't

pay for dance. When her grandmother came over, it got worse. Her grand mother told her she

couldn't practice dance, because of what it did to her feet. Robin thinks all is lost until she finds out

her grandmothers secret!I think this book is funny and exciting. This book could be recommended to

everybody, but mostly for dancers because they would know what it would be like to have dance

taken away. I give this book 5/5 stars because I think that it was very exciting.
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